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Bloomfire Blooms Green, Will it Light a Fire? 
Alan D. Greenberg, agreenberg@wainhouse.com  

Bloomfire Content Creation Screen Sample Bloomfire Corporate Portal

Editorial note: it’s fitting that in our first issue after our first-ever 
Virtual Summit “replay,” there is so much news about on demand 
video, knowledge management, lecture capture, and streaming.  
We had several hundred attendees “pop into” the online Summit.  
Though we left the archive available for a few days afterwards to 
allow laggards, time slicers and TiVo-types to revisit the full event 
— every single talk from our Amsterdam Summit — at this point 

your best bet if you missed it is to a) pop in yourself to see one of 
the handful of remaining talks still available on demand, and b) 
come see us in Santa Clara, California on July 16-17.  Visit www.
wainhouse.com/virtualsummit if you’d like to see a talk.  And 
lest you think we are out of it, our Enterprise Connect coverage — 
the event is taking place this week — will come to you after our 
analysts in attendance get back and catch their respective breaths.

The service is designed to function as a “social intranet,” 
and provide or support sales and partner enablement, 
content sharing, corporate learning, and community 
building — primarily in a public, open forum. 
 
The company — co-founded by industry veteran Craig 
Malloy and his LifeSize tech services lead Dave McCann 
(now CTO), and joined by another vet, CFO Bill Paape — 
announced a few weeks ago it has raised $8 million to 
expand sales, marketing, and development.  Investors 

in the round were Austin Ventures and RedPoint 
Ventures of Silicon Valley.  Total amount 

raised thus far: $18 million 
simoleons.  

Since quietly launching a software service it had 
acquired out of Salt Lake City, Utah more than a year 
ago, Austin, Texas-based Bloomfire has signed more 
than 200 customers.  Bloomfire terms itself a “knowledge 
sharing platform that unites cloud, mobile, and social 
technologies making it easy for businesses to capture, 
share, and consume valuable tribal knowledge.”  
Bloomfire’s cloud-based social learning aka knowledge 
management aka video / screen sharing on demand 
service can be accessed from any web-connected device, 
including PCs, laptops, tablets and smartphones.  Pricing 
starts at $200 a month for up to 25 users and 
climbs to $1,500 a month for up to 
500 users. Custom enterprise 
pricing is available as 
well.

mailto:agreenberg%40wainhouse.com?subject=
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What Alan thinks:  InterCall, On24, Brightcove, and 
Brainshark, as well as any vendor that makes learning / 
expertise-gathering-oriented software in the Saba,  
IBM Connections, or Cisco Social vein, will be intrigued 
to see a new competitor for hosted enterprise  
streaming services.  Bloomfire’s particular focus is on  
“content-enabling” enterprise employees — but video 
is only a component of a nice blend of social and 
knowledge management tools meant to harness subject-
matter-experts (SMEs) and support those in training and 
learning and sales-enablement fields.  After being a part 
of long-ago VTEL’s gang of five that started ViaVideo 
(purchased by the guys who then focused on those 
original triangular speakerphones, Polycom), and then 
co-founding LifeSize with Michael Kenoyer, Malloy is one 
of three things: a guy who can’t get in enough cycling 
to relieve the stress, a guy who can’t stay away from risk 
by now jumping into a highly crowded and competitive 
knowledge management / streaming services market, or 
just a plain working stiff who happens to luck into timing 
innovation at the right time.  Or all three!

Either way, unlike Midas, whose touch led to the 
unpleasant discovery that too much gold can be a bad 
thing, Malloy has crossed the chasm several times before 
and remains unflappable.  When he touches companies, 
those he brings along tend to do pretty well too.  Word in 
the Austin press is that Bloomfire, which has grown from 
a handful of employees in early 2012 to about 30 right 
now, plans to grow to 50 by the end of 2013.  Hardware 
engineers need not apply: we’re talking Software as a 
Service.  I’m betting three’s a charm, and note: it will be 
interesting to watch how a guy who has made mucho 
dinero off of hardware and timing / creating price point 
inflections handles a totally different marketplace: the 
wild and wooly streaming video / social everything space, 
where like bodegas in New York or aspiring actresses in 
Hollywood, there’s one on every corner.  Most refreshing 
(with apologies to Sonic Foundry in the next story by my 
colleague Steve Vonder Haar): no marketing hype about 
being a YouTube for the Enterprise!  I already give Bloomfire 
credit for creating a differentiated marketing storyline.  
I also like some pricing innovations, e.g., role-based 
pricing whereby an organization can pay based on how 
many “owners,” administrators, and content authors are 
involved — and plain Jane “learners” are free.  Stay tuned 
— this one is worth watching.

Sonic Foundry Presents the 
Mediasite Enterprise Video 
Platform
Steve Vonder Haar, svonder@wainhouse.com 

Sonic Foundry introduced an updated version of its rich 
media content management solution earlier this month, 
rolling out a version of its software platform with greater 
flexibility for the creation, management, and distribution 
of online video content. The update — which builds on 
Release 6.1 of Mediasite — can be used to import video 
encoded in a range of technology formats including 
Flash, QuickTime, AVI, Windows Media and MPEG4. 
The Sonic 
Foundry 
solution then 
packages and 
enables it to 
be searched 
and played 
back from 
a variety 
of digital 
devices, 
including 
desktop PCs, tablet computers, and smartphones.  Sonic 
Foundry also added enhanced capabilities for individuals 
to create and upload their own video content, enabling 
“YouTube in the Enterprise”-style applications.

What Steve thinks: The Mediasite Enterprise Video 
Platform tells us much about both current trends in 
the online video market and the ongoing evolution of 
Sonic Foundry itself. In today’s enterprise, no streaming 
solution can afford to be an island. It must be able to 
interoperate in a way that allows it to ingest video 
content from a range of sources and distribute it to a 
variety of devices.

Sonic Foundry acknowledges this market reality with the 
updated Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform. While Sonic 
Foundry in recent years has slowly been opening the 
kimono to broaden its worldview beyond its one-time 
focus on the Windows Media world, its solution remained 
largely a self-enclosed ecosystem designed primarily 
to manage content generated from Mediasite content 
capture appliances.

Mediasite Enterprise Video Platform Video Portal

mailto:svonder%40wainhouse.com?subject=
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That all changes with the latest product upgrade.  As a 
result, Sonic Foundry’s product differentiation efforts are 
poised for change as well.  For the better part of a decade, 
Sonic Foundry has positioned itself for “simplicity” in rich 
media capture and distribution.  Its Mediasite devices 
are designed to let executives and professors capture 
their presentations by pushing a single button and then 
seamlessly publish the captured content to an integrated 
content management solution. 

Now, the selling watchword for Sonic Foundry evolves to 
“flexibility.” That opens new possibilities for Sonic Foundry 
to appeal to customers who might otherwise be wary 
of locking themselves into the Sonic Foundry platform.  
This is the right move for Sonic Foundry, though it does 
introduce a new selling challenge for the company — 
putting it more in direct competition with other content 
management solutions. 

Panopto Presents:  
Panopto 4.3
Alan D. Greenberg

Last week Panopto announced the latest version of its 
lecture capture and video platform solution: Panopto 
4.3. The new version builds upon the Panopto solution 
in use across approximately 500 higher education 
institutions and a number of large enterprises.  Panopto 
4.3 is designed to focus mostly on three areas: reliability, 
scalability, and social functionality. New features include: 

• Failsafe Recording — Recording that ensures all 
critical presentations and lectures will be recorded, 
saved in a central library, and available for viewing 
within seconds — even in the event a cloud service 
goes down, a power outage occurs, or (get this!) 
hardware crashes. 

• Social Enablement — New social tools and 
technologies including rich comments, the ability for 
students to easily insert comments on videos, provide 
feedback for instructors, and share insights with other 
students; community ratings, the ability to rate videos, 
enabling students to rank their favorites and also find 
the most popular recordings; and video bookmarks, 
the ability to add time-stamped, sharable bookmarks 
and notes during video playback that can be easily 
accessed at a later time to locate a specific point in 
the video.

• Scalable platform — Per-user analytics as well as an 
IT admin dashboard for monitoring quotas on video 
streaming, captioning services, and client software 
licenses. The new media library also supports ten file 
formats: .WMA, .MPEG, .PS, .TS, .QT, .MP2, .M2A, .M2V, 
.M4A, and .M4V.

• Other features — Additional features include a 
live webcast viewer counter, crossfade transitions, 
Simplified Chinese and Thai language support, 
new captioning options, and reportedly improved 
performance of Mac client software video uploads 
and re-encoding of edited videos.

What Alan thinks: Cloud-based Panopto remains an 
up-and-comer in the lecture capture space and is gaining 
traction, based on our conversations with end users.  In 
fact, the failsafe recording capability is a direct response 
to its own need to beef up its infrastructure as it expands.  
Regarding this release: failsafe recording is great, and 
I like the idea that one can reboot if in the middle of a 
blue screen (yes, those still occur) and pick up precisely 
where one left off.  Of course others in the industry, 
like Tegrity and Sonic Foundry, have addressed the 
dangers of failure through other mechanisms, e.g., load 
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balancing, redundant network connections or CDNs, 
and even local storage on appliance or PC of recorded 
content if connection to a server is lost.  But Panopto is 
trying to one-up everyone with the ability to resume a 
recording precisely where one left off due to equipment 
failure.  Part of the algorithm is to take the corrupt video 
and correct the final elements and rejoin the existing 
recording with the new recorded material.  They think this 
is a first; any competitor should email me if you already 
do this!  Meanwhile, Panopto was due to add the social 
enablement tools and per-user analytics, so good timing 
on those enhancements. 

People & Places 
Know someone in the industry who changed jobs?  Jump 
into a new role yourself?  Email us at wrb@wainhouse.
com to share the good news.

• Avaya, David Cotter, Global Sales 
Director, Radvision 

• Florida Hospital Tampa, Laurie 
Economidy, Community Relations 
Coordinator (formerly AVI-SPL)

• FuzeBox, Amritansh Raghav, Chief 
Security Officer, and Eran Shtiegman, 
VP Product and User Experience

• Masergy, Greg Nelson, Senior VP – 
Global Sales

• MSpace, Inc., Brian Tagney, Senior 
Account Executive – Telemedicine

• Talk & Vision, Gary 
Lea, Key Account 
Manager; Dmitri 
Smet, Sales 
Manager

News in Brief
• Huawei unveiled its new generation video 

conferencing systems at CeBIT 2013 a few weeks ago.  
Among the announcements were the 
TE Series video conferencing endpoints, 
which include voice dialing; H.264 
high profile (HP) and Huawei-patented 
Video Motion Enhancement 2.0, H.264 
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) and SEC 
3.0, which enable conferences to go on smoothly 
even when the packet loss ratio reaches 20%; 
intelligent face detection and frame rate doubling 
technology; and the TP3206 panoramic telepresence 
system. The TE series also has Wi-Fi access.  Other 
announcements included its next-generation VP96 
series Multipoint Control Units (MCUs), in three 
models: VP9630, VP9650, and VP9660. Among the 
three models, the VP9660 provides support for a 
maximum of 168 1080p HD video connections and 
supports universal transcoding.  With the 1080p60 
universal transcoding capability, the VP96 series 
MCUs enable different devices, such as telepresence 
systems, personal endpoints, HD video conferencing 
endpoints, and video phones to join the same 
conference with different protocols, resolution, and 
bandwidth. In combination with the Huawei Service 
Management Center (SMC) 2.0, the VP96 series MCUs 
can seamlessly integrate with other communication 
systems, such as Microsoft Lync, Huawei eSpace, 
IBM Sametime, and Skype.

• Compunetix, Inc.’s Video Systems Division (VSD) and 
cloud-based video provider Vidtel are partnering 
to deliver solutions that unify traditional video 
conferencing equipment with WebRTC-based 
browsers, Google Talk, and Skype. The partnership, 

Huawei VP96 MCUs

David Cotter, 
Avaya

Greg Nelson, 
Masergy

Brian Tagney, 
MSpace

Dimitri Smet, Talk 
& Vision

mailto:wrb%40wainhouse.com?subject=
mailto:wrb%40wainhouse.com?subject=
http://enterprise.huawei.com/us/products/coll-communication/union-comuni/index.htm
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enabled through Compunetix’s CSP Chorus Call 
and Vidtel’s Gateway services, is designed to offer 
an alternative to traditional collaboration options 
with a focus on high-
touch, specialized 
(and presumably 
managed?) environments.  The news out of 
Compunetix never slows down these days, either, 
as Compunetix and its subsidiary Sonexis, which 
focuses on in-house audio and web conferencing 
platforms for the enterprise environment, announced 
an audio-video platform integration solution. The 
integration will link the VSD EVERGREEN MCU and the 
Sonexis ConferenceManager via open and flexible 
APIs, and is being shown at Enterprise Connect this 
week.  Compunetix also announced an alliance 
with Taiwan-based AVer, which makes HD video 
conferencing endpoints, document cameras, and 
streaming devices to jointly develop, market, and 
sell collaboration solutions.  That one could be worth 
watching, as it — along with the Vidtel deal — signals 
a refresh on Compunetix’s front regarding partnering 
for market development.  And Compunetix’s VSD is 
now a Circle of Leaders level member of the Visual 
Communications Industry Group (VCI-G).

• Though we are holding off on our Enterprise Connect 
coverage until our next issue, worth mentioning is 
that SMART Technologies introduced this week 
its SMART Room System for Microsoft Lync.  The 
system stands as a bit of an evolution for this maker 

of interactive displays, projection systems, and 
collaboration software as it attempts to catch the 
Lync wave. 

• Vidtel also announced a 
partnership with BurstPoint 
Networks.  With the Vidtel-
BurstPoint offering, companies leveraging video 
solutions powered by Vidtel can seamlessly integrate 
with BurstPoint’s Video Communication Platform for 
the recording, streaming, playback, and management 
of video-based communications.

• Cloud video services provider Videxio has signed an 
agreement with Tech Data Europe to distribute its 
cloud-based video service throughout Europe.  The 
goal is to make it easier for Tech Data’s Cisco channel 
partners to offer easy and cost-effective solutions 
for customers looking to deploy enterprise video 
collaboration solutions from Cisco.  Powered by 
Videxio, the offering provides resellers of TechData 
the ability to offer a scalable and powerful video as a 
service solution to their customers.  The service will 
be delivered in part via Azlan, Tech Data Corporation’s 
enterprise networking division.

• Oslo-based Media Network Services (MNS) has 
introduced a service it calls VideoRoaming, meant 
to address the challenges of any-to-any video 
communication by tackling the challenges of 
routing video traffic across “arbitrary” networks. 

Introducing one of the WR Bulletin Sponsors

Effective online meetings require a conferencing platform 

that is easy to use and reliable. With ReadyTalk’s audio and 

web conferencing, you have full access to the tools needed for 

polished sales demos, customer training and remote meetings. 

Crystal-clear audio, easy-to-use tools and no downloads makes 

it effective for training, collaboration, webinars and more. An 

open-API and integration with Salesforce, Eloqua and others 

improves productivity.  

Visit www.readytalk.com to learn more.

The WR Bulletin would like you to join us 
in thanking our sponsors:

Get your company’s name & link here! Contact Sales.

The fine print: Sponsorship of the WR Bulletin in no way implies that 
our sponsors endorse the opinions expressed in the WRB. Nor does it 

imply that the Bulletin endorses their products or services. 
We remain an equal opportunity critic.

http://www.readytalk.com/products-services
mailto:sales%40wainhouse.com?subject=
http://www.seevogh.com
http://www.vidtel.com/
http://www.vidtel.com/
http://www.readytalk.com/products-services?ref=wh
http://www.readytalk.com/products-services?ref=wh
http://bluejeans.com/
http://www.8x8.com
http://www.yamaha.co.jp/english/product/projectphone/
http://enterprise.huawei.com/us/products/coll-communication/union-comuni/index.htm
http://www.billingplatform.com
http://www.carouselindustries.com
http://www.u-comm.eu/indexe.asp
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telyHD or telyHD Business Edition video calling 
appliances can be upgraded to the new Enterprise 
Edition to allow them to join a Blue Jeans meeting 
using the on-screen interface.  The net of it all: 
interoperability across the broad and growing 
ecosystem of video-enabled devices.  Meanwhile, 
Blue Jeans Network introduced a new iOS app that 
enables HD screen sharing and the ability to join a 
meeting without a Blue Jeans account.  

• Newcomer to the industry, Indiana-based Draper 
now offers a set of video conferencing accessories 
and backgrounds for room environments.   Draper’s 
Video Conferencing Camera Lift-Ceiling allows the 
placement of a video conferencing camera directly 
behind a motorized projection screen; the camera 
raises and lowers 
with the screen.  
Other accessories 
include a Video 
Conferencing 
Camera Lift–
Credenza 
and a Video 
Conferencing 
Camera Adapter 

(Nice word, arbitrary!)  Attempting to bridge the 
gap where corporate networks lack reach (ergo 
gateway services) and the Internet lacks quality, 
VideoRoaming is supposed to provide a level of 
predictable quality.  VideoRoaming users connect to 
the closest VideoRoaming Access Point using their 
existing Internet connection. Long-haul video traffic 
within the region or between regions is transported 
within VideoRoaming’s Global QoS Network.  MNS 
offers a means for video conferencing CSP’s and 
Internet Service Providers to become VideoRoaming 
compliant and provide VideoRoaming to their clients.  

• Yorktel has introduced a new VideoCloud video 
conferencing services portfolio.  An enterprise-class, 
cloud-based service portfolio for video conferencing, 
Yorktel VideoCloud enables customers to leverage 
Yorktel’s hosted video infrastructure to reduce costs 
and / or to augment existing internal capabilities.  
VideoCloud allows for multiple levels of connectivity, 
ranging from standard H.323 / SIP video conferencing 
rooms, desktop, and mobile conferencing clients to 
Lync Federation and telepresence systems interoper-
ability.

• We heard through a kind PR birdie that Citrix is 
announcing this week that it is adding HDFaces to 
GoToTraining and GoToWebinar. Though the website 
had minimal information as we were going to press, 
the timing is good. Unlike some of its competitors 
that are limited to one video window in their training-
specific products, HDFaces supports up to six video 
participants.  And Citrix also announced a new Podio 
iPhone app.  

• Tely Labs — maker of the telyHD video calling 
system — has expanded its family of video calling 
appliances with new Enterprise Edition, incorporating 
support for Blue Jeans Network.  
Users of Tely Labs’ room-based Draper Background

Figure 2 Draper Accessories

Blue Jeans iOS app

GoToTraining with HDFaces

http://bluejeans.com/
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Bracket, which allows a video conferencing camera 
to be mounted in a Draper ceiling recessed projector 
lift.   Draper also offers neutral backgrounds in earth 
tones, custom printed backgrounds, and Chroma Key 
Backgrounds. 

• Vaddio, maker of robotic PTZ cameras and camera 
control systems, announced a major software update 
to the AV Bridge and ClearVIEW HD-USB PTZ camera. 
This update adds support for 4.2.0-encoded video 
applications including Cisco WebEx, Microsoft Lync, 
and Citrix GoToMeeting.  

New White Paper on 
Factors Set to Transform 
Audio Conferencing
Audio conferencing has grown to become a 
commonplace tool for conducting virtual business 
meetings. But the 
underpinning technologies 
have remained unchanged 
for years. In this free white 
paper, Ripe for Change: Three 
Factors Set to Transform Audio 
Conferencing, Wainhouse 
Research identifies three 
factors that are ready to 
disrupt the status quo in 
audio conferencing services. 
The results of an online survey illustrate how changes 
in user behavior combined with user preferences for 
listening samples heard in a comparison test, are poised 
to transform audio conferencing.  
Dolby is the sponsor of this paper. 

Ya-Who?
Steve Vonder Haar, svonder@wainhouse.com 
Alan D. Greenberg

SVH:  Telecommuting is a time-
sapping, productivity-killing, 
waste of employee time.  Or, so 
goes the narrative that emerged 
from pop culture talking heads 
following the recent revelation 
that one-time web giant 
Yahoo will ban work-from-home 
alternatives for its employees starting in June.  To 
the casual observer, Yahoo’s move seems to be an 
indictment of the fundamental value of technology 
itself.   To have a web pioneer like Yahoo make such 
a move confirms the anti-telecommuting suspicions 
that office-bound cubicle dwellers have held for years.  
In reality, Yahoo’s decision tells us much more about 
Yahoo itself than it does about the future of business 
collaboration.

To better understand the forces at work here, step back 
and look at the timeline surrounding this particular 
news firestorm.  By most accounts, Yahoo’s memo on 
the telecommuting ban was leaked to the industry 
trade press on February 22. That was just two days 
after CEO Marissa Mayer unveiled Yahoo’s first home-
page make-over in four years during in a softball 
interview on broadcast TV. 

In that televised segment, Mayer introduced the world 
to a Yahoo with a singular focus on distributing pub-
lished web media to the masses.  Basically, the result 
of the product update was Yahoo’s spin on the Google 
News aggregation site that Mayer helped shepherd 
during her time as a leading executive at Google.

Certainly, there’s nothing wrong with the redesign.  
Yahoo brought some nifty innovation, including 
integration with Facebook that uses data gleaned from 
a user’s social network behavior to tailor the news 
presented to them via Yahoo.

Some cool features there?  Sure.  But wrapped up in all 
the new bells and whistles is a little bit of melancholy 

Steve Vonder Haar

Have friends? Want to make more 
friends? Forward this issue of the 
WR Bulletin and encourage them 
to read it and subscribe. Anyone 
can sign up for a free subscription at  
www.wainhouse.com/mail.

http://www.wainhouse.com/files/papers/wr-3-factors-audio-conf.pdf
http://www.wainhouse.com/files/papers/wr-3-factors-audio-conf.pdf
http://www.wainhouse.com/files/papers/wr-3-factors-audio-conf.pdf
mailto:svonder%40wainhouse.com?subject=
http://www.wainhouse.com/mail
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for long-time Yahoo watchers. The redesign merely 
reconfirms that Yahoo is a shadow of its former self.  The 
spunky web portal created by Jerry Yang and David Filo 
that once had designs on developing hosted software 
applications that influence every aspect of a user’s web 
surfing experience has finally become little more than a 
glorified media hub.

Visit the revamped Yahoo home page today. Look around. 
How many links do you see for downloading real-time 
communications solutions, such as the Yahoo Messenger 
client?  You’ll be hunting for a while.  

For better or worse, Yahoo’s redesign sends a clear 
message:  Yahoo is de-emphasizing its development of 
software solutions that help people communicate online.  
It’s the right call by Mayer.  With limited resources and 
a shrinking employee base, Yahoo has to focus on one 
web market.  It can’t afford to spend resources on fanciful 
projects that distract it from becoming a more efficient 
ad-supported online media hub. 

Certainly, Yahoo has been travelling this path of decline 
for several years. The re-design just brings a new finality 
to the death of the old Yahoo.  But that’s not the story that 
you want people talking about as you launch a redesign 
of your primary product — in this case, the Yahoo home 
page . You need to control the public relations narrative. 
And that’s exactly what Yahoo did here.

I’m going to draw on my journalism background and 
offer a PR tutorial.  First, Yahoo appeared to marginalize 
the role of the trade press in its product roll-out with a 
Wednesday morning unveiling on broadcast television. 
This is Death Valley for anybody truly wanting coverage 
from targeted trade publications. Most companies still 
target product announcements on a Monday or Tuesday 
and typically pre-brief trade press ahead of time to maxi-
mize coverage in an orchestrated weekly cycle.  Anything 
announced on a Wednesday falls outside that rhythmic 
product news cycle, reducing trade press scrutiny of the 
product announcement.  Given the trimmed ambitions 
of Yahoo reflected in the home page update, I suspect 
Yahoo welcomed the opportunity to launch outside of 
the disapproving glare of the trade press.

Even so, Yahoo still risked losing control of the roll-out 
narrative if the trade press followed the roll-out with a 
string of week-after analysis that would cast the update 
as “too little, too late.”  To avoid such a spate of damaging 
follow-on chatter, the best thing that could happen for 

Yahoo would have been for industry-focused writers to 
get something fresh and fun to sink their teeth into. Not 
an easy task, granted.  Experienced trade reporters love 
their “fall from grace” stories about one-time industry 
giants.

So, it was quite timely indeed for the Yahoo human 
resources memo on the telecommuting ban to be leaked 
to the trade press two days after the product roll-out. The 
Friday February  22 revelation set the tone for media cov-
erage for the subsequent week. The trade press chewed 
through this highly engaging topic for the first part of the 
following week, drawing attention that ultimately crossed 
over into mass media outlets as the week came to a close.

As a result, a news cycle that would have otherwise 
featured renewed murmurs over Yahoo’s long-term 
product viability instead became a forum for debating 
the relevant value of technologies that enhance far-flung 
communications — a market segment still pursued 
heavily by Yahoo rivals such as Google and Microsoft.  So 
was Yahoo just fortuitous this time - or did the company 
do a masterful job of managing the public relations 
narrative?  Let’s just say that — when it comes to carefully 
staged product roll-outs coming out of Silicon Valley — I 
don’t believe in luck. 

ADG:  Bah humbug, Steve. I agree 
with your assessment of Yahoo’s 
strategy in timing the Telework an-
nouncement.  We might be wrong but 
it’s a lovely conspiracy theory, right 
up there with Area 51 UFO’s, hang-
ing chads in Florida miscounted on 
purpose, and the idea that the moon 
landing was staged in a hangar in New 
Jersey.  Now that the dust has settled, and most of the 

Upcoming WR Speaking Appearances & Events

When & Where Who & What

16-17 July 2013,  
Santa Clara, California

WR UC&C Summit, Hyatt Regency 
Santa Clara

Industry Events of Note
When & Where Who & What

21-24 April, 2013,  
Arlington, VA, USA

2013 Internet2 Annual Meeting, 
Crystal Gateway Marriott

26 April – 4 May, 2013, 
Porto, Portugal 

IMTC SuperOP 2013, Porto Palacio 
Congress Hotel and Spa

8-10 October, 2013,  
Porto, Portugal

IMTC 20th Anniversary Forum, Porto 
Palacio Congress Hotel and Spa

Alan D. Greenberg

http://www.wainhouse.com/events.php?sec=34&opt=upcoming&event=545
http://santaclara.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels-santaclara/index.jsp?null
http://santaclara.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels-santaclara/index.jsp?null
http://events.internet2.edu/2013/annual-meeting/
http://events.internet2.edu/2013/annual-meeting/hoteltravel.html
http://www.imtc.org/event/imtc-superop-april-2013-2/
http://www.imtc.org/event/imtc-20th-anniversary-forum-2/
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1:1 Damien Weissenburger, Head of Displays, 
Sony Europe 
Andrew W. Davis, andrewwd@wainhouse.com   

We had a chance recently to sit down with Damien 
Weissenburger and some of his senior staff in 
Amsterdam, including Nicolas Berg, Akihisa Obara, and 
Yaz Ogino.  The background noise from the ISE show and 
Sony’s immense booth was deafening, but we attempted 
to gain some clarity around Sony’s strategy for the ever 
more complicated video conferencing and unified 
communications markets.  

WR:  We’ve been familiar with Sony for many years as 
a player in the video conferencing market. Could you 
briefly describe how video conferencing fits within the 
Sony Professional organization? How does it align to your 
business units?

DW:  In Europe, the display organization, which is a 
division of Sony Professional, has been set up since 
late 2010 to be a Pan European organization in order 
to respond to a more borderless commercial European 
zone. The concept was to respond faster to customer 
demands across different countries.   

WR:  So, where does video conferencing fit in?

DW:  Video conferencing products are part of our wider 
AV offering aimed at the corporate meeting / conference 
room market. Sony’s AV offering includes products such 
flat panels, business projectors, video conferencing, PTZ 
cameras and wireless digital microphones. 

WR:  Video conferencing today is more than just an 
endpoint business.  Customers are concerned about 
unified communications, cloud services, and on-premise 
infrastructure. How does Sony address these needs?

DW:  Sony offers an end-to-end solution including 
MCU, gatekeeper, firewall traversal, desktop software, 
and a recording server.  We are also planning to have 
interoperability with Microsoft Lync in 2013.  Our 
objective is therefore to enable customers with a 
complete UC solution, including Sony’s XPERIA mobile 
devices. 

WR:  What is your go-to-market strategy for Europe?

DW:  The display business relies on a channel-based 
model. Supported by selected distributors, we have 

industry has screamed about the implications of the 
new Telework policy at Yahoo and what that means for 
the entire working universe, I think a mountain has been 
made out of a molehill.  If somebody gave me the job to 
re-engineer a floundering Internet leader that had gotten 
bloated and mis-managed, one of the first things I’d do 
is attempt to create a new corporate culture and re-en-
ergize the company.  OK, like you I hate any over-arching 
corporate policy designed in one-size-to-fit all.  That’s 
why we work at Wainhouse Research, where our prime 
directive is telework morning noon and night!  

I just think Marissa Mayer had to do something to get 
people working together again and perhaps to better 
enable the separation of the wheat from the chaff.  I 

predict this will be like IBM’s noted disavowal of Telework.  
The company that pretty much led the Fortune 500 in 
promoting Telework then began to “dis” it a few years 
ago, based on the sins of a few miscreants.  All employees 
in a particular business unit were told Telework was 
eliminated.  That lasted just a bit longer than the news 
cycle about Yahoo’s redesign and Telework policy.  And it 
in no way negates all the successful Telework programs 
we’ve seen as analysts among our clients and enterprises.  
We’ve written enough on the topic to know the steady 
stream of Telework initiatives  —  many of which use the 
technologies we cover — is not likely to show abatement 
in a universe that is ever-mobile, ever-global, and ever-
driven by worker choice and employer needs. 
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implemented a consistent Pan European Dealer / 
Integrator accreditation program.  This accreditation 
program is aimed to reward value-add and to protect the 
channel margins.  

WR:  What is your go- to-market strategy for North 
America?

DW:  The industry is shifting towards cloud-based 
solutions.  Sony is looking for a cloud service provider 
that is able to generate traction in North America as it 
continues to launch strategic products in 2013 on top of 
our current route to market.

WR:  I’m not sure I understand.  What is your current 
strategy in North America?  And are you saying your 
cloud strategy is instead of your current strategy in North 
America?  

DW: No. We have a current route to market in the US 
already. Sony’s engagement with a 
cloud service provider will generate 
sales across the world.   

WR:  What is your go to market for 
Asia-Pac? Is it the same for Japan?

DW:  Sony’s market share in Japan is 
close to 25-30%, thanks to the strong 
partnerships with channel partners 
such as Totsu Sangyo and Daiwabo.  
Sony Business Solutions, the 
Japanese division of the company, 
can also count on a strong sales 
team and local customer support 
(Japanese language). The fact there 
is no language barrier helps to 
maximize sales and is supported by 
the fact our video conferencing team 
is headquartered in Japan. 

China is also an important region 
for Sony because of its size and the 
growing market conditions. Sony recently launched an 
MCU appliance model PCS-VCSH24 in China, a new HD 
visual communications server that offers the flexibility of 
working with different infrastructure environments.  In 
other Asian counties like Vietnam and Thailand, Sony is 
growing its market share as well. Sony is planning also to 
release video conferencing products in India and other 
emerging countries throughout 2013.

WR:  Back to Japan for a minute.  Is your strong market 
position in Japan due to your product line-up, your go-to-
market strategy, or cultural differences?

DW:  Sony is a Japanese company and has therefore 
a strong presence and heritage in Japan. The local 
Sony Business Solutions sales company has over 900 
employees and a local support team of engineers that 
can answer the customers’ requests (software bugs, other 
technical issues) in the domestic market very efficiently. 
This “peace of mind” for our domestic stakeholders is 
what differentiates Sony from its competitors in Japan.

WR:  For a multi-billion dollar company like Sony, video 
conferencing is a small part of your revenue stream.  Why 
does it make sense for Sony to try to compete in this 
market, especially when the market is dominated by two 
players?

DW:  Our aim is to offer a complete AV and video con-
ferencing offering for corporate 
meetings and class rooms. Taking 
this approach, then the busi-
ness level is significantly more 
important to us. In this case, the 
competition landscape is slightly 
more diversified and from what I 
can see, no other manufacturer is 
currently able to offer such a wide 
range of products and solutions 
for this market. 

WR:  Do you see a market 
transition taking place that will 
play to Sony’s advantage?

DW:  XPERIA Tablets and 
smartphones are a key area for 
Sony to grow its revenues. In 
addition, we are in discussions 
with Microsoft to have a seamless 
interoperability with Lync / Skype 
and our systems.  Sony is the only 

manufacturer to be able to deliver this end-to-end AV 
infrastructure, with products and technologies ranging 
from displays to video conferencing devices that fit the 
meeting room well.

WR:  The integration of a video system to a display is 
pretty trivial today.  How does offering both give you an 
advantage? 

China is also an 
important region for 
Sony because of its 
size and the growing 
market conditions. 
Sony recently launched 
an MCU appliance 
model PCS-VCSH24 
in China, a new HD 
visual communications 
server that offers the 
flexibility of working with 
different infrastructure 
environments.
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New Studies from Wainhouse Research
For information on WR  studies and subscriptions, contact sales@wainhouse.com

4Distance Education & e-Learning

Market Forecast – Interactive Whiteboards for Education and Training WW Supplier Market Sizing & 5-Year Forecast
This forecast covers the worldwide market for suppliers of interactive whiteboard products and associated software as applied for education and train-
ing. The market sizing and five-year forecast estimate – based on vendor data and end user surveys – calculates the total amount of revenue associated 
with education and training going to three markets: corporate training, higher education, and primary / secondary education, and ranks vendors in 
each of the market segments

Research Note – MOOCs and the Collaboration Industry
The year 2012 was the year of the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) in higher education. Even as MOOCs remain primarily in the experimental stage, 
this note explores the factors driving interest in the concept and assesses their potential impact on collaboration vendors that sell into education mar-
kets. Also addressed in this report are the factors that educators should consider when attempting to implement a MOOC.

4Audio Conferencing

Market Forecast – 2013 Latin American Audio Conferencing Service Market Sizing & 5-Year Forecast
Provides 2012 market sizing and 5-year forecast for audio conferencing services in Brazil, Mexico Argentina, Chile, and Columbia. Includes top 5 provider 
rankings by service in each country. Sizing and forecast information includes operator assisted and unassisted audio volume in minutes, average sales 
price and price ranges, and revenue in US dollars.

Research Note – Solving the Conference Join Problem
WR believes one of the largest impediments to further growth of audio conferencing is conference call entry. This research note reviews Call U Conferenc-
ing, CrowdCall, HipDial, MobileDay, and UberConference - five companies that seek to address the conferencing entry solution - but their approaches vary 
greatly.

4Group Video Conferencing

Research Note – Introducing the Lync Room System
In February 2013 Microsoft introduced a Reference Architecture for a Lync-based video conferencing and collaboration room system dubbed the 
Lync Room System (LRS). LRS will extend the Lync meeting experience into the boardroom, replicating a familiar scheduling, start/join, and meeting 
management experience for the end user.  Microsoft’s tight control of the audio, video, and computational specifications provides a level playing field 
for the vendors, while reducing the opportunity for innovation. This research note covers the four LRS systems introduced at the announcement and the 
implications LRS has for the vendors, channel partners, and end users in the conferencing and collaboration industry.

SpotCheck – Videoconferencing Endpoints & Infrastructure Q4-2012 & YE-2012
Worldwide and regional unit sales, revenues, and market shares for videoconferencing endpoints and infrastructure technologies, with breakdowns by 
type of product (multi-codec, single-codec, executive or video MCU and other video infrastructure)

4Streaming & Webcasting

Vendor Profile – Qumu
Qumu is a subsidiary of publicly traded subsidiary of Rimage Corp. (RIMG – Nasdaq) with 85 employees and $9.8 million in 2012 revenues. Qumu, which 
develops enterprise solutions used in the creation and management of rich media content, has experienced significant change since Rimage acquired 
the company in a $52 million deal in October, 2011. This company profile provides details on Qumu’s transition, including a discussion on the implica-
tions of 2012 management changes on its product positioning and go-to-market strategy. 

DW:  We believe there’s huge market potential for Sony 
to integrate both its display and video systems. As well 
as displays, Sony is integrating its EVI / BRC camera range 
with its video systems.  Sony will announce new solutions 
around this later in 2013.

WR:  Many people think the future of video conferencing 
lies with software solutions.  How would this future affect 
Sony’s ability to compete in this space?

DW:  Sony is looking for several cloud service partners 

across the World, which will enable its products to 
communicate seamlessly between endpoint and 
software solutions. 

WR:  Most vendors looking for cloud service partners 
are software vendors.  Are you suggesting that Sony is a 
software company?  

DW:  No, we have different approach. An example of this 
approach is when we launched our all-in-one VC system 
“PCS-TL50.” 
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Vendor Profile – BurstPoint
BurstPoint Networks Inc. develops enterprise streaming platforms that are primarily deployed behind corporate firewalls to enable scaled, high-volume 
streaming content distribution. The company also holds patents for technologies that enable the conversion of video conferencing content to stream-
ing formats. This profile provides details on BurstPoint’s Video Communications Platform, examines BurstPoint’s sales channel approach and discusses 
its long-term strategic options. 

4Personal & Web-Based Conferencing

Market Forecast – 2013 Latin American Web Conferencing Service Market Sizing & 5-Year Forecast
Provides 2012 market sizing and 5-year forecast for web conferencing services in Brazil, Mexico Argentina, Chile, and Columbia. Includes top 5 provider 
rankings by service in each country. 

Vendor Profile – 27 Web Conferencing “Influencers and Contenders”
Contains 27 brief profiles: AnyMeeting, ArkadinAnywhere, AT&T Connect, BigBlueButton, Blackboard, Brother (Nefsis), ClickMeeting, Dialcom Networks, 
Digital Samba, FuzeBox, Glance Networks, iLinc (A BroadSoft Company), InterCall, LogMeIn (join.me), MeetingBurner, Mitel, OpenText, Oracle, PGi, 
ReadyTalk, RHUB Communications, Saba, Siemens Enterprise Communications (includes FastViewer), SMART Technologies, Sonexis, Yugma, and 
Yuuguu.

4Unified Communications

Research Note – Introducing the Lync Room System
In February 2013 Microsoft introduced a Reference Architecture for a Lync-based video conferencing and collaboration room system dubbed the 
Lync Room System (LRS). LRS will extend the Lync meeting experience into the boardroom, replicating a familiar scheduling, start/join, and meeting 
management experience for the end user.  Microsoft’s tight control of the audio, video, and computational specifications provides a level playing field 
for the vendors, while reducing the opportunity for innovation. This research note covers the four LRS systems introduced at the announcement and the 
implications LRS has for the vendors, channel partners, and end users in the conferencing and collaboration industry.

Metrics Survey – Worldwide Enterprise Trends of Unified Communications
This 2012 survey covers the unified communications (UC) market and focuses on end user communications preferences and organizational UC strategy, 
brand awareness, deployment options, and related purchasing behavior.  Respondents are split fairly evenly between small-to-medium enterprises 
(SME) with 500 or fewer employees and mid-to-large enterprises with greater than 500 employees; therefore, the results are segmented between SME 
and mid-to-large markets when appropriate.
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